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DERIVED CATEGORIES OF FUNCTORS AND
FOURIER–MUKAI TRANSFORM FOR QUIVER SHEAVES
PAULA OLGA GNERI AND MARCOS JARDIM
Abstract. Let C be small category andA an arbitrary category. Consider the
category C(A) whose objects are functors from C inA and whose morphisms are
natural transformations. Given a functor F : A → B one obtains an induced
functor FC : C(A) → C(B). If A and B are abelian categories, we have that
C(A) and C(B) are also abelian, and one has two functors R(FC) : D(C(A)) →
D(C(B)) and (RF )C : C(D(A)) → C(D(B)). The goals of this paper are 1) to
find a relationship between D(C(A)) and C(D(A)); 2) to relate the functors
R(FC) and (RF )C . As an application, we prove a version of Mukai’s Theorem
for quiver sheaves.
1. Introduction
Let C be a small category and A an arbitrary category. We denote by C(A) the
category whose objects are the functors from C to A, and whose morphisms are
natural transformations. It turns out that C(A) inherits many of the properties
and structures present in A; for instance, if A is abelian then C(A) is also abelian
(see Proposition 2 below).
An important example of this situation is provided by the quiver representation .
Recall that a quiver Q = (Q0, Q1, t, h) is an oriented graph consisting of two sets Q0
(vertices) and Q1 (arrows), and maps t : Q1 → Q0 (tail) and h : Q1 → Q0 (head).
A path in the quiver Q is a sequence of arrows p = a1a2...an with h(ai+1) = t(ai)
for 1 6 i < n; each vertex i ∈ Q0 corresponds to a trivial path ei. With these
definitions in mind, one can associate to Q a (small) category Q where each vertex
is seen as an object and each path connecting two vertices is seen as a morphism
between them; we say that the category Q is generated by the quiver Q. Objects
in Q(A) are called representations of the quiver Q in the category A.
It then makes sense to consider the derived categoryD(C(A)). Our first goal is to
find a relation between the categories D(C(A)) and C(D(A)); which are easily seen
not to be equivalent in general. We show that there exists a functor T : D(C(A))→
C(D(A)) which is fully faithfull when C is generated by a quiver (cf. Theorem 21).
Now if F : A → B is a functor between arbitrary categories A and B, one
can consider an induced functor FC : C(A) −→ C(B) which takes G in C(A) to
the composition F ◦ G in C(B). The induced functor FC also inhrets some of the
properties of F ; in particular, one can show that if A and B are abelian categories
and F is additive and left exact, then so is FC .
Under the right conditions, it makes sense to consider two functors: the derived
of the induced functor R(FC) : D(C(A))→ D(C(B)), and the functor induced by the
derived functor (RF )C : C(D(A)) → C(D(B)). Our main result here is the Theorem
24, where we prove that, for a finite quiver Q, if F : A → B is a derived equivalence
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between abelian categories, then the functor R(FQ) : D
∗(Q(A))→ D∗(Q(B)) (with
∗ = +, b) is also an equivalence of categories.
All this is motivated by problems in algebraic geometry. Indeed, quiver sheaves
(see for instance [4] and the references therein) and parabolic sheaves (see [10]) are
examples of relevant algebraic geometric objects which can be described in terms
of functors taking values in a category of sheaves on an algebraic variety.
Given a quiver Q, recall that Q-sheaf on an algebraic variety X is an object
of the functor category QC(X) := Q(Coh(X)), where Coh(X) is the category of
coherent sheaves on X . (cf. e.g. [4]).
As an application, we consider the Fourier-Mukai transform for quiver bundles.
More precisely, let X be an abelian variety and Y its dual; let also P denote the
Poincaré line bundle on the product X × Y . Consider the functor S : Coh(X) →
Coh(Y ) originally introduced by Mukai in [7], given by Φ(E) = piY ∗(pi
∗
XE ⊗ P),
where piX and piY are the projections of X × Y onto the first and the second
factors, respectively. Mukai has proved in [7] that S is a derived equivalence, i.e.
RS : D(X)→ D(Y ) is an equivalence of categories. It follows from our main results,
see details in Section 5, that the functor R(SQ) : D
∗(QC(X)) → D∗(QC(Y )),
understood as a Fourier-Mukai transform for Q-sheaves, is also an equivalence.
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2. Preliminary definitions and results
2.1. The category C(A). Recall that a category C is called small if Ob(C) is
actually a set and not properly a class. Given a category A, we denote by C(A)
the category where Ob(C(A)) is the class consisting of all functor from C to A, and
whose morphisms are the natural transformations.
Note that if C is a small category, then
Mor(C) =
⋃
(A,B)∈Ob(C)×Ob(C)
HomC(A,B) and
∏
(A,B)∈Ob(C)×Ob(C)
HomC(A,B)
are sets. That guarantees thatHomC(A)(F,G) be also a set by any F,G ∈ Ob(C(A)),
which is one of the necessary conditions for C(A) let be a category.
The following Lemma (see [6, page 195]) will be useful later in the proof of
Proposition 2 below.
Lemma 1. Let A be an abelian category and let f be a morphism in A. Then f
has factorization f = m ◦ e with m monic and e epi. Moreover, given any other
factorization f ′ = m′ ◦ e′ with m′ monic and e′ epi and a commutative diagram
•
f //
a

•
b

•
f ′
// •
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there is a unique morphism k such that the following diagram commutes
•
e //
a

•
m //
k

•
b

•
e′
// •
m′
// •
Proposition 2. Given A an additive (abelian) category, C(A) is also an additive
(abelian) category.
Proof. We first prove that C(A) is additive.
(i) For any F,G ∈ Ob(C(A)), we need to prove that HomC(A)(F,G) is an abelian
group: Let η1 and η2 be two morphisms in HomC(A)(F,G), i.e. ηi = {(ηi)C ∈
HomA(F (C), G(C));C ∈ Ob(C)}, for i = 1, 2. Under these conditions, we define
the group operation by:
η1 + η2 = {(η1 + η2)C = (η1)C + (η2)C ;C ∈ Ob(C)}.
Let us prove that η1 + η2 is a natural transformation between the functors F and
G. We need to check that (η1 + η2)C ◦ F (f) = G(f) ◦ (η1 + η2)D for all morphism
f : C −→ D in C. Since A is additive we have:
(η1 + η2)C ◦ F (f) = ((η1)C + (η2)C) ◦ F (f) =
= (η1)C ◦ F (f) + (η2)C ◦ F (f) =
= G(f) ◦ (η1)D +G(f) ◦ (η2)D =
= G(f) ◦ ((η1)D + (η2)D) =
= G(f) ◦ (η1 + η2)D.
Remembering that HomA(F (C), G(C)) is a group when A is an additive cate-
gory and taking
0 = {0C = 0 ∈ HomA(F (C), G(C));C ∈ Ob(C)}
as neutral element and
−η = {(−η)C = −(ηC);C ∈ Ob(C)}
as the inverse elememt for any η ∈ HomC(A)(F,G), we have that {HomC(A)(F,G),+}
is a group.
In order to prove that ◦ : HomC(A)(F,G)×HomC(A)(G,H) −→ HomC(A)(F,H)
is bi-additive, just consider that ◦ : HomA(F (C), G(C))×HomA(G(C), H(C)) −→
HomA(F (C), H(C)) is bi-additive for all C ∈ Ob(C).
(ii) We define the object 0Ob of C(A)) for which HomC(A)(0Ob, 0Ob) is the trivial
group as follows:
0Ob : C −→ A
C 7−→ 0
f ∈ HomC(C,D) 7−→ 0 ∈ HomA(0, 0).
Where, by abuse of notation, 0 is the zero object of A and 0 is unique element
of the trivial group HomA(0, 0), both found in A by its additivity.
(iii) Given F,G ∈ Ob(C(A)) we must define the functor F ⊕ G and the natu-
ral transformations iF ∈ HomC(A)(F, F ⊕ G), iG ∈ HomC(A)(G,F ⊕ G), pF ∈
HomC(A)(F ⊕G,F ) and pG ∈ HomC(A)(F ⊕G,G), such that
(1)
pF ◦ iF = IdF , pG ◦ iG = IdG, iF ◦ pF + iG ◦ pG = IdF⊕G
pG ◦ iF = pF ◦ iG = 0
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Let C and D be objects in C and f ∈ HomC(C,D). Since A is an additive
category there are morphisms iF (C), iF (D), pF (C), pF (D), iG(C), iG(D), pG(C) and
pG(D) which satisfy the equations in (1), and such that the following diagrams are
commutative:
F (C)
af
((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗
iF (C)

F (D)
F (C)⊕G(C)
a //❴❴❴ F (D)⊕G(D) F (C)⊕G(C)
d //❴❴❴
ef
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
df ((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗
F (D)⊕G(D)
pF (D)
OO
pG(D)

G(C)
iG(C)
OO
bf
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
G(D)
with af = iF (D) ◦F (f), bf = iG(D) ◦G(f), ef = F (f) ◦ pF (C), df = G(f) ◦ pG(C)
and a and d are the unique morphism making the diagrams commute.
Notice that a = d. Indeed, by the diagrams above we have
(2)
a ◦ iF (C) = iF (D) ◦ F (f),
a ◦ iG(C) = iG(D) ◦G(f),
pF (D) ◦ d = F (f) ◦ pF (C),
pG(D) ◦ d = G(f) ◦ pG(C).
Composing the first line with pF (C), the second line with pG(C) and adding one to
the other we have, using the equations in (1),
a = iF (D) ◦ F (f) ◦ pF (C) + iG(D) ◦G(f) ◦ pG(C).
Analogously, composing the third line with iF (D), the fourth line with iG(D) and
adding one to the other we have
d = iF (D) ◦ F (f) ◦ pF (C) + iG(D) ◦G(f) ◦ pG(C).
Thus a = d, as desired.
Therefore we can define the functor:
F ⊕G : C −→ A
C 7−→ (F ⊕G)(C) := F (C)⊕G(C)
C
f

D
7−→ (F ⊕G)(C)
F⊕G(f)=a=d

(F ⊕G)(D)
The natural transformation iF ∈ HomC(A)(F, F ⊕G) is defined by iF = {(iF )C =
iF (C) ∈ HomA(F (C), (F ⊕ G)(C));C ∈ C}. Similarly, we define the natural
transformations iG ∈ HomC(A)(G,F ⊕ G), pF ∈ HomC(A)(F ⊕ G,F ) and pG ∈
HomC(A)(F ⊕G,G), where (1) are satisfied by the way were defined the morphisms
iF , iG, pF and pG.
It follows that {F ⊕G, pF , pG} is the product of F and G, while {F ⊕G, iF , iG}
is the sum of F and G.
Therefore, C(A) is an additive category whenever A is additive.
Next, we prove that if A is an abelian category, then C(A) is also an abelian
category.
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AB 1: We need to prove that given a morphism η ∈ HomC(A)(F,G), it has kernel
and cokernel. We will show that any morphism has kernel. The argument for the
existence of the cokernel is analogous.
First we must say who is the candidate to kernel of η. For each C object of C
we have a morphism in A, ηC ∈ HomA(F (C), G(C)), and as A is abelian ηC has
a kernel (KC , iC). So given f ∈ HomC(C,D) we have the following commutative
diagram:
(3) KC
Kf //❴❴❴❴
iC

KD
iD

F (C)
F (f) //
ηC

F (D)
ηD

G(C)
G(f) // G(D)
In order to guarantee the existence and uniqueness of Kf in the diagram above,
consider the diagram ηD ◦F (f)◦ iC = G(f)◦ ηC ◦ iC and using that (KC , iC) is the
kernel of ηC we know that ηC ◦ iC = 0 then F (f) ◦ iC ∈ Ker((ηD)
∗). Now, since
(KD, iD) is the kernel of ηD, the sequence
0 // HomA(KC ,KD)
(iD)
∗
// HomA(KC , F (D))
(ηD)
∗
// HomA(KC , G(D))
is exact. Therefore, Ker(η∗D) = Im((iD)
∗), hence there is Kf ∈ Hom(KC ,KD)
such that iD ◦Kf = F (f) ◦ iC . In addition, using once again the exactness of the
sequence, we obtain that (iD)
∗ is injective and thus conclude the uniqueness of Kf .
Therefore, the following functor is well-defined:
K : C −→ A
C 7−→ K(C) := KC
C
f

D
7−→ K(C)
K(f):=Kf

K(D)
Clearly, i = {iC ;C ∈ C} is a natural transformation between K e F , since
K(C)
iC //
K(f)

F (C)
F (f)

K(D)
iD
// F (D)
is commutative. We now check that (K, i) is the kernel of η.
Indeed, given M ∈ Ob(C(A)) we want to prove that the sequence
0 // HomC(A)(M,K)
i∗ // HomC(A)(M,F ))
η∗ // HomC(A)(M,G)
is exact, i. e., Ker(i∗) = 0 and Im(i∗) = Ker(η∗).
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Taking ϕ ∈ HomC(A)(M,K) such that i
∗(ϕ) = 0 then i◦ϕ = 0 and therefore, for
all C ∈ Ob(C), we have (i◦ϕ)C = 0, or iC ◦ϕC = 0, which means ϕC ∈ Ker((iC)
∗).
But, for each C ∈ Ob(C) that the sequence
(4)
0→ HomA(M(C),K(C))
(iC)∗ // HomA(M(C), F (C))
(ηC)∗ // HomA(M(C)), G(C))
is exact, so Ker((iC)
∗) = 0, and therefore ϕC = 0 for all object C in C, thus ϕ = 0
and Ker(i∗) = 0.
We now prove that Im(i∗) = Ker(η∗):
Consider the morphism α ∈ HomC(A)(M,F ) such that α ∈ Im(i
∗). Then there
is α′ ∈ HomC(A)(M,K) such that α = i ◦ α
′ so αC = iC ◦ α
′
C . By (4) we have
Im((iC)
∗) = Ker((ηC)
∗) for all C ∈ Ob(C), therefore ηC ◦ αC = 0 for all C so
η ◦ α = 0 and then α ∈ Ker(η∗). Conversely, taking α ∈ Ker(η∗), η ◦ α = 0 which
implies that ηC ◦ αC = 0 and then αC ∈ Ker((ηC)
∗), for all C ∈ Ob(C). Again
by the exactness of (4) there is α′C ∈ HomA(MC ,KC) such that αC = iC ◦ α
′
C .
Assuming α = {αC ;C ∈ Ob(C)}, we have α = i◦α
′. The proof that α is a morphism
in C(A) follow of the fact that i and α′ are morphisms in this category.
AB2: Let F and G objects in C(A) and let η ∈ HomC(A)(F,G) be a monomorphism.
We want to prove that η is the kernel of its cokernel. In other words, if (W,ρ) is
cokernel of η we want to prove that (F, η) is the kernel of ρ:
For all M ∈ Ob(C(A)) we will prove that the sequence
(5) 0 // HomC(A)(M,F )
η∗ // HomC(A)(M,G))
ρ∗ // HomC(A)(M,W ).
is exact.
Note that for each C ∈ Ob(C) the sequence
0 // HomA(MC , FC)
(ηC)
∗
// HomA(MC , GC))
(ρC)
∗
// HomA(MC ,WC)
is exact, so the sequence (5) is also exact.
AB 3: Analogous to AB 2.
AB 4: We need to show that every morphism is the composition of an epimorphism
with a monomorphism.
Let F and G be objects in C(A) and take η ∈ HomC(A)(F,G). As A is abelian,
for all C ∈ Ob(C), ηC ∈ HomA(F (C), G(C)) can be written by ηC = βC ◦αC, where
αC ∈ HomA(F (C), H(C)) is an epimorphism and βC ∈ HomA(H(C), G(C)) is a
monomorphism. We know that for f ∈ HomC(C,D) the diagram
F (C)
ηC //
F (f)

G(C)
G(f)

F (D) ηD
// G(D)
is commutative and, by Lemma 1, for each object C in C there is unique H(f) ∈
Hom(H(C), H(D)) such that the following diagram is commutative:
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F (C)
αC //
F (f)

H(C)
βC //
H(F )

G(C)
G(f)

F (D) αD
// H(D)
βD
// G(D)
Therefore, we have that H is a functor, α = {αC ;C ∈ Ob(C)} and β = {βC ;C ∈
Ob(C)} are natural transformation sucht that α ∈ HomC(A)(F,H) is an epimor-
phism, and β ∈ HomC(A)(H,G) is monomorphism and η = β ◦ α.
This concludes the proof that C(A) is an abelian category. 
Recall that an abelian category A is said to be complete if the product of any
family of objects exists in A; that is, given a family {Aj}j∈J of objects of A, the
product
∏
j∈J Aj is an object of A.
Lemma 3. If A be a complete abelian category, then so is C(A).
The proof of this result is analogous to the proof of property (iii) of additivity
for C(A).
The following Proposition provides a sufficient condition that guarantees that
the functor category C(A) has enough injectives; it is Exercise 2.3.13 in [9, page
43].
Proposition 4. If A is a complete abelian category with enough injectives then
C(A) also has enough injectives.
Corollary 5. Let A be an abelian category with enough injectives and let C be a
category with a finite number of objects and morphisms. Then C(A) has enough
injectives.
2.2. A as a full subcategory of C(A). Let A be an abelian category. Set D ∈
Ob(C) and A ∈ Ob(A), and consider the following functor ID(A) in C(A):
ID(A)(C) =
{
0 se C 6= D
A se C = D;
and given t ∈ HomC(C,D):
ID(A)(t) =
{
IdA se t = IdD
0 caso contrário.
Taking f ∈ HomA(A1, A2), we can define a natural transformationϕ = {ϕC ;C ∈
Ob(C)} from ID(A1) to ID(A2) in the following manner:
ϕC =
{
f if C = D
0 otherwise.
Thus we have the functor:
ID : A −→ C(A)
A1
f

A2
7−→ ID(A1)
ϕ

ID(A2).
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Proposition 6. The functor ID is full and faithful for each D ∈ Ob(C).
Proof. Let A1, A2 ∈ Ob(A). Any morphism f : A1 −→ A2 generates an unique
natural transformation ϕ as defined above. On the other hand, since HomA(0, 0),
HomA(0, A) and HomA(A, 0) are trivial groups for any A ∈ Ob(A), the choice
of a natural transformation between ID(A1) and ID(A2), determines an unique
morphism in HomA(A1, A2). It follows that
HomA(A1, A2) ≃ HomC(A)(ID(A1), ID(A2)),
as desired. 
Proposition 7. The functor ID is an exact functor for each D ∈ Ob(C).
Proof. Given an exact sequence in A, 0 // A′
f // A
g // A′′ // 0 , we
need to prove that 0 // ID(A′)
ID(f) // ID(A)
ID(g) // ID(A′′) // 0 is exact in
C(A).
Indeed, ID(f) is monomorphism whenever, for each C ∈ Ob(C), ID(f)C is
monomorphism. However, ID(f)D = f and f is monomorphism. In an analo-
gous way, we have that ID(g) is epimorphism. Moreover, as Ker(g) = Im(f) we
have that Ker(ID(g)) = Im(ID(f)), thus Ker(ID(g))C = Im(ID(f))C for each
C ∈ Ob(C). 
2.3. The induced functor. Any functor between categories A and B induces in a
natural way a functor between C(A) and C(B) which inherits some of the properties
of the original functor. More precisely, consider the following definition.
Definition 8. Let A and B be categories and let F : A −→ B be a functor. The
induced functor FC : C(A) −→ C(B) is defined by:
FC : C(A) −→ C(B)
G 7−→ FC(G) := F ◦G
G
η

H
7−→ F ◦G
FC(η)

F ◦H
Where FC(η) = {(FC(η))C := F (ηC) ∈ HomB(F (G(C)), F (H(C)));C ∈ Ob(C)}.
Let us now see what properties FC inherits from F .
Proposition 9. Let A and B be additives categories and let F : A −→ B be an
additive functor. Then the induced functor FC is also additive.
Proof. Set α, β ∈ HomC(A)(R,S), we need to prove that FC(α+β) = FC(α)+FC(β).
By definition,
FC(α+ β) = {F (αC + βC) ∈ HomC(B)(F (R(C)), F (S(C)) : C ∈ Ob(C)},
Since F is additive, F (αC + βC) = F (αC) + F (βC) and
FC(α+ β) = {F (αC) + F (βC) : C ∈ Ob(C)}
= {F (αC) : C ∈ Ob(C)}
⋃
{F (βC) : C ∈ Ob(C)}
= FC(α) + FC(β).

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Proposition 10. Let A and B be abelian categories and let F : A −→ B be a
functor. F is exact if, and only if, the induced functor FC is exact.
Proof. Let
(6) 0 // R′
η // R
ξ // R′′ // 0
be an exact sequence in C(A). We must to prove that
(7) 0 // FC(R′)
FC(η) // FC(R)
FC(ξ) // FC(R′′) // 0
is an exact sequence in C(B).
Note that (6) is exact if, and only if, for each object C de C, the sequence
0 // R′(C)
ηC // R(C)
ξC // R′′(C) // 0
is also exact in A. Therefore since F is an exact functor, the sequence
0 // F (R′(C))
F (ηC) // F (R(C))
F (ξC)// F (R′′(C)) // 0
is exact in B. However, by definition of FC , F (R
′(C)) = FCR
′(C), F (ηC) =
(FC(η))C , and analogously for R, R
′′ and ξ. It follows that, for each C ∈ Ob(C),
the sequence
0 // FCR′(C)
(FC(η))C// FCR(C)
(FC(ξ))C// FCR′′(C) // 0
is exact in B so (7) is exact in C(B).
Conversely, let 0 // A′
f // A
g // A′′ // 0 be an exact sequence in
A. By Proposition 7, we have that ID is an exact functor for all D ∈ Ob(C), then
the sequence
0 // ID(A′)
ID(f) // ID(A)
ID(g) // ID(A′′) // 0 is exact in C(A).
By hypothesis, FC is an exact functor and
FC(ID(A)) = F ◦ ID(A) = ID(F (A)) and
FC(ID(f)) = F ◦ ID(f) = ID(F (f)),
for all A ∈ Ob(A), thus the sequence
0 // ID(F (A′))
ID(F (f))// ID(F (A))
ID(F (g))// ID(F (A′′)) // 0
is exact in C(B). Therefore, for each C ∈ Ob(C) the sequence
0→ (ID(F (A
′)))C
(ID(F (f)))C // (ID(F (A)))C
(ID(F (g)))C // (ID(F (A′′)))C → 0
is exact in B. In particular, if C = D we have that the sequence
0 // F (A′)
F (f) // F (A)
F (g) // F (A′′) // 0
is exact in B. Hence F is an exact functor. 
Proposition 11. Let A and B be categories and let F : A −→ B be an equivalence.
Then FC : C(A) −→ C(B) is an equivalence.
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Proof. We first check that FC is full and faithful; given two objects R1 and R2 of
C(A), we must prove that the map
FC : HomC(A)(R1, R2) −→ HomC(B)(FC(R1), FC(R2))
is bijective.
Set β ∈ HomC(B)(FC(R1), FC(R2)). Then, for each object C of C, we have
that βC ∈ HomB(F (R1(C)), F (R2(C))). Since F is full, there is a morphism
αC : R1(C)→ R2(C) such that F (αC) = βC .
Taking α = {αC ;C ∈ Ob(C)} we will prove that α is a natural transformation
between R1 and R2, that is, given a morphism t : C −→ D in C,
(8) R2(t) ◦ αC = αD ◦R1(t).
Since βC = F (αC), and using that β is a natural transformation, for each t :
C −→ D in C, we have that the diagram
F (R1(C))
F (αC) //
F (R1(t))

F (R2(C))
F (R2(t))

F (R1(D))
F (αD)
// F (R2(D))
is commutative, that is,
F (R2(t) ◦ αC) = F (αD ◦R1(t)).
Since F is faithful, (8) is true. This shows that FC is also full.
Given α(1) and α(2) in HomC(A)(R1, R2) such that FC(α
(1)) = FC(α
(2)). For
each object C of C, we have (FC(α
(1)))C = (FC(α
(2)))C , that is, F (α
(1)
C ) = F (α
(2)
C ).
Since F is faithful α
(1)
C = α
(2)
C for each C, then α
(1) = α(2). Hence FC is faithful.
Next, we show that the induced functor is essentially surjective. Let S be an
object of C(B). We must show that there is R in Ob(C(A)) such that FC(R) ≃ S,
that is, there exist a natural isomorphism between F ◦R and S.
Since F is an equivalence, for each C in Ob(C), exists an object RC of A
such that F (RC) ≃ S(C) in B. Then there exists at least one isomorphism
ηC ∈ HomB(F (RC), S(C)). Set ηC for each C in Ob(C); hence, for each morphism
t : C −→ D in C, we have the following isomorphism:
HomB(S(C), S(D)) ≃ HomB(F (RC), F (RD))
S(t) 7→ η−1D ◦ S(t) ◦ ηC .
Then, because F is full and faithful, there exist an unique morphismRt inHomB(RC , RD)
such that F (Rt) = η
−1
D ◦ S(t) ◦ ηC .
Therefore R is a functor from C to A, and the following diagram is commutative:
F (R(C))
ηC //
F (R(t))

S(C)
S(t)

F (R(D)) ηD
// S(D)),
proving that η is a natural isomorphism between F ◦R and S. 
With mild additional hypotheses, the converse is also true.
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Proposition 12. Let A and B be additive categories and let F : A −→ B be an
additive functor. Then F is an equivalence if, and only if, FC is also an equivalence.
Proof. The first implication follows of the previous Proposition. To establish the
converse statement, let FC : C(A) −→ C(B) be an equivalence of categories.
Given B ∈ Ob(B) and D ∈ Ob(C), consider the functor ID(B) : C −→ B defined
above. Since FC is an equivalence, there exists K ∈ Ob(C(A)) such that FC(K) ≃
ID(B), that is, F ◦K ≃ ID(B). Then there is a natural isomorphism η between F ◦
Kand ID(B). Thus there exists an isomorphism ηD ∈ HomB(F ◦K(D), ID(B)(D)),
hence F (K(D)) ≃ ID(B)(D) = B and K(D) ∈ Ob(A).
Let A1 and A2 objects of A. As ID is full and faithful, in Proposition 6, we have
HomA(A1, A2) ≃ HomC(A)(ID(A1), ID(A2)),
then, as FC is an equivalence
HomC(A)(ID(A1), ID(A2)) ≃ HomC(B)(FC(ID(A1)), FC(ID(A2))).
However, FC(ID(Ai)) = F ◦ ID(Ai) = ID(F (Ai)), hence
HomC(B)(FC(ID(A1)), FC(ID(A2))) ≃ HomC(B)(ID(F (A1)), ID(F (A2)))
≃ HomB(F (A1), F (A2))
It follows that
HomA(A1, A2) ≃ HomB(F (A1), F (A2)),
as desired. 
3. Comparison between D(C(A)) and C(D(A))
3.1. The isomorphism between Kom(C(A)) e C(Kom(A)). An object (F •, dF )
in Kom(C(A)) is a complex in the functor category C(A), that is, is a complex
... // Fn−1
dn−1
F // Fn
dnF // Fn+1 // ...
where F i : C −→ A is a functor, and diF is a natural transformation between F
i
and F i+1, for each i ∈ Z. More precisely,
diF = {(d
i
F )C ∈ HomA(F
i(C), F i+1(C));C ∈ Ob(C)},
where, given a morphism C
t // D in C we have F i+1(t)◦(diF )C = (d
i
F )D ◦F
i(t).
Thus for each C ∈ Ob(C), we have an object (F (C)•, dF (C)) in Kom(A):
... // Fn−1(C)
(dn−1
F
)C// Fn(C)
(dnF )C // Fn+1(C) // ... .
A morphism η• ∈ HomKom(C(A))((F
•, dF ), (G
•, dG)) is a family of natural trans-
formations η• = {ηi ∈ HomC(A)(F
i, Gi)/diG ◦ η
i = ηi+1 ◦ diF ; i ∈ Z}. That is, for
each morphism C
t // D in C we have the following commutative cube
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(9) Gi−1(C)
(di−1
G
)C
**❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚
Gi−1(t)

F i−1(C)
ηi−1
C
99rrrrrrrrrr
(di−1F )C **❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯
F i−1(t)

Gi(C)
Gi(t)

F i(C)
F i(t)

ηiC
::✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈
Gi−1(D)
(di−1
G
)D
**❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚
F i−1(D)
ηi−1
D
99rrrrrrrrrr
(di−1F )D **❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯ G
i(D)
F i(D)
ηiD
::✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈
With these basic ideas in mind, we have the following Lemma:
Lemma 13. Let C be a small category and let A be an abelian category. Then the
categories Kom(C(A)) and C(Kom(A)) are isomorphic.
Proof. We want to find functors K : Kom(C(A)) −→ C(Kom(A)) and K ′ :
C(Kom(A)) −→ Kom(C(A)) such that K◦K ′ = 1C(Kom(A)) eK
′◦K = 1Kom(C(A)).
Firstly we will define K:
Let (F •, dF ) be an object of Kom(C(A)), we take K((F
•, dF )) as the functor F
of C in Kom(A) defined by:
F : C −→ Kom(A)
C
t

D
7−→ (F (C)•, dF (C))
F (t)•

(F (D)•, dF (D))
where F (t)• = {(F (t))i = F i(t); i ∈ Z}; note that F (t)• is a morphism in Kom(A).
Indeed, since each diF is a natural transformation and each F
i is a functor, the
diagram
F i(C)
(diF )C //
F i(t)

F i+1(C)
F i+1(t)

F i(D)
(diF )D
// F i+1(D)
is commutative for all i ∈ Z and for all C
t // D morphism in C.
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Now, given η• ∈ HomKom(C(A))((F
•, dF ), (G
•, dG)), we have:
η• = {ηi ∈ HomC(A)(F
i, Gi)/diG ◦ η
i = ηi+1 ◦ diF ; i ∈ Z}
= {(ηi)C ∈ HomA(F
i(C), Gi(C)) tal que
(diG ◦ η
i)C = (η
i+1 ◦ diF )C ; i ∈ Z, C ∈ Ob(C)}.
We define
η := K(η•) = {(ηC)
• ∈ HomKom(A)(F (C)
•, G(C)•);C ∈ Ob(C)}
= {(ηC)
i ∈ HomA(F (C))
i, (G(C))i))tal que
(diG ◦ η
i)C = (η
i+1 ◦ diF )C ; i ∈ Z, C ∈ Ob(C)}.
By the commutative cube (9), η is a natural transformation between F =
K((F •, dF )) and G = K((G
•, dG)).
In short, K is the following functor:
K : Kom(C(A)) −→ C(Kom(A))
(F •, dF )
η•

(G•, dG)
7−→ F
η

G
Let us define K ′:
Take F ∈ Ob(C(Kom(A))). Then, for each C ∈ Ob(C), F (C) is a complex in A
and for each t ∈ HomC(C,D), F (t) is a morphism of complexes:
F (C) =
F (t)

... // F (C)n−1
dn−1
F (C) //
F (t)n−1

F (C)n
dnF (C) //
F (t)n

F (C)n+1 //
F (t)n+1

...
F (D) = ... // F (D)n−1
dn−1
F (D) // F (D)n
dnF (D) // F (D)n+1 // ...
Therefore, as F is a functor between C and Kom(A), we have that each F i is
defined by
F i : C −→ A
C
t

D
7−→ F i(C) = F (C)i
F i(t)=F (t)i

F i(D) = F (D)i
Moreover, we can define for each i ∈ Z, diF = {d
i
F (C) ∈ HomA(F (C)
i, F (C)i+1);C ∈
Ob(C)} which, by definition of F , is a natural transformation satisfying di+1F ◦d
i
F =
0, for all i ∈ Z. Hence
... // Fn−1
dn−1
F // Fn
dnF // Fn+1 // ...
is an object of Kom(C(A)) that will be the image of F by the functor K ′.
Let η be a natural transformation between F and G, then
η = {ηC ∈ HomKom(A)(F (C)
•, G(C)•);C ∈ Ob(C)}
= {(ηC)
i ∈ HomA(F (C))
i, (G(C))i))tal que
(diG ◦ η
i)C = (η
i+1 ◦ diF )C ; i ∈ Z, C ∈ Ob(C)}.
Namely, η = {(ηC)
• ∈ HomKom(A)(F (C)
•, G(C)•);C ∈ Ob(C)}.
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We will define
η• = K ′(η) = {(ηC)
• ∈ HomKom(A)(F (C)
•, G(C)•);C ∈ Ob(C)}
= {(ηC)
i ∈ HomA(F (C))
i, (G(C))i))tal que
(diG ◦ η
i)C = (η
i+1 ◦ diF )C ; i ∈ Z, C ∈ Ob(C)}.
Therefore, by the commutativity of cube (9), K ′(η) is a morphism in Kom(C(A))
between (F •, dF ) and (G
•, dG).
In summary, K ′ is defined as follows:
K ′ : C(Kom(A)) −→ Kom(C(A))
F
η

G
7−→ (F •, dF )
η•

(G•, dG).
So, K maps (ηi)C 7−→ (ηC)
i and K ′ maps (ηC)
i 7−→ (ηi)C . Hence K and K
′
restricted to Hom′s coincide with the identity (they are only a change of indices).
Furthermore, K ◦K ′ and K ′◦K act trivially on objects, so are the identity functors
of C(Kom(A)) and Kom(C(A)), respectively.
We conclude that C(Kom(A)) and Kom(C(A)) are isomorphic. 
Similarly, one can show that Kom∗(C(A)) and C(Kom∗(A)) are also isomorphic,
for ∗ = +,− or b.
Let Kom0(A) be the category of complexes whose differentials are all zero. Then
we have:
Corollary 14. Under the same hypothesis of the last theorem, Kom0(C(A)) and
C(Kom0(A)) are isomorphic.
3.2. The category D(C(A)). The objects of D(C(A)) are the same objects of
Kom(C(A)). Using the isomorphism K, we can think of the objects of D(C(A))
as objects of C(Kom(A)), thus for each F • ∈ Ob(D(C(A))) we associate a functor
F : C −→ Kom(A).
A morphism F • −→ G• in D(C(A)) is a class of diagrams of the form:
(10) H•
[α]
}}④④
④④
④④
④④ [f ]
!!❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉
F • G•,
where [f ] is a morphism in K(C(A)) and [α] is a quasi-isomorphisms in K(C(A)).
We note that if f ∼ g in Kom(C(A)) then fC ∼ gC in Kom(A), for all C ∈
Ob(C). Recall also that fC comes from the isomorphism between Kom(C(A)) and
C(Kom(A)), as explained above.
Moreover, we will prove that, if α is a quasi-isomorphism in Kom(C(A)) then
αC is a quasi-isomorphism in Kom(A). Therefore, given the diagram (10) we have,
for each object C ∈ Ob(C), the following diagram in D(A):
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H(C)
[αC ]
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇
[fC ]
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
F (C) G(C),
where H(C), F (C) and G(C) are the objects of Kom(A) induced by the isomor-
phism K described in the proof of Lemma 13. For each morphism C
t // D in
C we have the following diagram in K(A), where each square is commutative:
(11) H(C)
αC
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇
H(t) //
fC
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
H(D)
αD
zz✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈
fD
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
F (C)
F (t)
// F (D)
G(C)
G(t)
// G(D).
Let us now prove that a quasi-isomorphism α in Kom(C(A)) induces a quasi-
isomorphism αC in Kom(A). For this, we require the following Lemma, whose
proof can be found in [8, Corollary 2.11.9, page 97].
Lemma 15. Let ψ : S −→ T be a morphism in C(A) with kernel (θ,K). Then
(θC ,K(C)) is the kernel of ψC : S(C) −→ T (C).
Proposition 16. The morphism α is a quasi-isomorphism in Kom(C(A)) if, and
only if, αC is a quasi-isomorphism in Kom(A).
Proof. Given α ∈ HomKom(C(A))(F
•, G•), by the isomorphism K, we can consider
α : F −→ G as a morphism in C(Kom(A)). We then have, for each object C in C,
a morphism αC : F (C) −→ G(C) in Kom(A).
The key point in this proof consists in showing that (Hi(α))C = H
i(αC).
Naturally, αC is a quasi-isomorphism if, and only if, H
i(αC) is an isomorphism.
If the above equality is true, then (Hi(α))C is also an isomorphism. But, that is
true if, and only if, Hi(α) is an isomorphism, and if, and only if, α is a quasi-
isomorphism.
Let us thus establish the desired equality. By definition we have thatHn+1(F •) =
Coker(an) and Hn+1(G•) = Coker(bn), where an and bn are given by the following
diagrams:
Fn
dnF //
an $$❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏ F
n+1
dn+1F // ... Gn
dnG //
bn %%❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
Gn+1
dn+1G // ...
Ker(dn+1F )
?
OO
Ker(dn+1G ).
?
OO
It then follows from Lemma 15 that
(Hn+1(F •))(C) = (Coker(an))(C) = Coker(anC) = H
n+1(F (C))
and analogously (Hn+1(G•))(C) = Hn+1(G(C)). Moreover, we have the following
commutative diagram
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Fn(C)
αnC
**(dnF )C //
anC &&◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆
Fn+1(C)
αn+1C // Gn+1(C) Gn(C)
(dnG)Coo
bnCxx♣♣♣
♣♣♣
♣♣♣
♣♣
Ker((dn+1F )C)
?
OO
αn+1C //
pC

Ker((dn+1G )C).
?
OO
qC

Hn+1(F (C))
rC //❴❴❴ Hn+1(G(C)),
where qC ◦ α
n+1
C ◦ a
n
C = qC ◦ b
n
C ◦ α
n
C , but qC ◦ b
n
C = 0 then qC ◦ α
n+1
C ◦ a
n
C = 0
and by the definition of cokernel of anC , there is unique morphism rC such that
rC ◦ pC = qC ◦ α
n+1
C . However, both (H
n+1(α))C and H
n+1(αC) make the lower
square commutative then, by uniqueness, (Hn+1(α))C = H
n+1(αC). 
3.3. The category C(D(A)). The objects of this category are functors between C
and D(A). If F is an object of C(D(A)) and C
t // D is morphism in C we have
that F (t) = [FD(t)/FC(t)] is a class of diagrams:
FCD
FC(t)
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇ FD(t)
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
F (C) F (D).
If F
η // G is a morphism in C(D(A)), for each C ∈ Ob(C), we have that the
morphism F (C)
ηC // G(C) in D(A), where ηC = [ηG/ηF ] represents a class of
diagrams:
HηC
ηF
{{①①
①①
①①
①① ηG
##●
●●
●●
●●
●
F (C) G(C).
Since η is a natural transformation between F and G, for any given morphism
C
t // D in C the following diagram is commutative in D(A):
F (C)
ηC //
F (t)

G(C)
G(t)

F (D)
ηD
// G(D).
3.4. The functor T . Let Q : Kom(A) −→ D(A) be the localization functor, that
is, the functor which identifies the objects of the two categoriesKom(A) and D(A),
and associates, to a given a morphism f : A• −→ B• in Kom(A), the class [f/Id]
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represented by the roof:
(12) A•
Id
}}④④
④④
④④
④④ f
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈
A• B•
We can then define the induced functor QC:
QC : C(Kom(A)) −→ C(D(A))
F
η

G
7−→ Q ◦ F
QC(η)

Q ◦G
where QC(η) = {Q(ηC) ∈ HomD(A)(QF (C), QG(C));C ∈ Ob(C)}. Remember that
QF (C) = F (C), QG(C) = G(C), and Q(ηC) = [ηC/Id] which can be represented
by the following diagram in D(A).
(13) F (C)
Id
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇
ηC
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
F (C) G(C)
Proposition 17. Let K : Kom(C(A)) −→ C(Kom(A)) be the equivalence of the
Lema 13 and let QC be the induced functor defined above. Then the composition
QC ◦K maps quasi-isomorphisms into isomorphisms.
Proof. Take a quasi-isomorphism η• ∈ HomKom(C(A))((F
•, dF ), (G
•, dG)), that is
Hi(η•) : Hi(F •) −→ Hi(G•) is an isomorphism in C(A) for all i ∈ Z therefore
(Hi(η•))C : (H
i(F •))(C) −→ (Hi(G•))(C) is an isomorphism in A for each C ∈
Ob(C) and for all i ∈ Z.
We need to prove that QC(η) is an isomorphism in C(D(A)), that is, for each
C ∈ Ob(C), the morphism ηC in diagram (13) is a quasi-isomorphism in Kom(A).
But, by Proposition 16, Hi(ηC) = (H
i(η•))C them ηC is a quasi-isomorphims. 
Let Q : Kom(C(A)) −→ D(C(A)) be the localization for the category C(A).
Since QC ◦ K : Kom(C(A)) −→ C(D(A)) maps quasi-isomorphims into isomor-
phisms, it follows, by definition of derived category, that there exists an unique
functor T : D(C(A)) −→ C(D(A)) such that T ◦Q = QC ◦K, that is, the following
diagram is commutative.
(14) Kom(C(A))
Q //
K

D(C(A))
T
✤
✤
✤
C(Kom(A))
QC // C(D(A))
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The functor T can be described as follows:
(15)
T : D(C(A)) −→ C(D(A))
H•
α
}}③③
③③
③③
③③ f
!!❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉
F • G•
7−→ T (F •) = QC(F )
T ([f/α])

T (G•) = QC(G),
where F and G are, respectively, the image of F • e G• by the functor K and
T ([f/α]) = {(T ([f/α]))C := [fC/αC ];C ∈ Ob(C)} is a natural transformation
between QC(F ) and QC(G).
It is not difficult to see that (15) fits into the commutative diagram (14); we
must now argue that it does define a functor from D(C(A)) to C(D(A)).
First we see that T establishes indeed a relationship between D(C(A)) and
C(D(A)).
Let F • ∈ Ob(D(C(A))) then T (F •) = QC(F ), where F = K(F
•) ∈ Ob(C(Kom(A))
and therefore T (F •) is an object of C(D(A)). Let’s see that T ([f/α]) ∈Mor(C(D(A))),
namely, let’s see that T ([f/α]) is a natural transformation. For this, we need to
check that given a morphism C
t // D in C the diagram
F (C)
[fC/αC ]//
[F (t)/Id]

G(C)
[G(t)/Id]

F (D)
[fD/αD ]
// G(D)
is commutative, that is, [G(t)/Id] ◦ [fC/αC ] = [fD/αD] ◦ [F (t)/Id].
Each side of equality is represented by below diagrams
H(C)
Id
{{✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈
fC
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
H(C)
αc
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇
fC
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
G(C)
Id
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇
G(t)
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
F (C) G(C) G(D)
then [G(t)/Id] ◦ [fC/αC ] = [G(f) ◦ fC/αC ]. On the other hand, we have
H(C)
αC
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇
H(t)
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
F (C)
Id
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇
F (t)
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
[1] H(D)
αD
{{✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈
fD
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
F (C) F (D) G(D)
then [fD/αD] ◦ [F (t)/Id] = [fD ◦H(t)/αC ].
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The commutativity of the square [1] and the equality [G(t) ◦ fC/αC ] = [fD ◦
H(t)/αC ] are true because the morphism F
•
[f/α] // G• in D(C(A)) induce, for
each morphism C
t // D in C, a diagram in K(A) like (11).
To show that T is well defined we need to prove that if [f1/α1] = [f2/α2] then
T ([f1/α1]) = T ([f2/α2]).
Let [f1/α1] = [f2/α2] then the following classes of diagrams are equivalen:
H1
α1
~~⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤ f1
!!❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇ H2
α2
~~⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤ f2
!!❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇
F1 G1 F2 G2
Therefore exist quasi-isomorphisms H•1 R
γoo δ // H•2 such that the follow-
ing diagram is commutative:
R•
γ
}}④④
④④
④④
④④
δ
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈
H•1
α1
}}④④
④④
④④
④
f1
**❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱ H
•
2
α2
tt❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤
f2
!!❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
F • G•.
As T ([f1/α1]) = T ([f2/α2]) if, and only if, [(f1)C/(α1)C ] = [(f2)C/(α2)C ] for
eachC ∈ Ob(C), we need to find quasi-isomorphisms H1(C) RC
γCoo δC // H2(C)
such that
RC
γC
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇ δC
##●
●●
●●
●●
●
H1(C)
(α1)C
zz✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈
(f1)C
++❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲ H2(C)
(α2)C
ss❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣
(f2)C
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
F (C) G(C).
is commutative for each C ∈ Ob(C). For this we use the quasi-isomorphisms
H•1 R
γoo δ // H•2 .
In order to prove that (14) is indeed a functor we need the following Lemma,
whose proof is in [3, p. 253].
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Lemma 18. Given the diagram
X ′′
t
}}④④
④④
④④
④④
u′′ //❴❴❴❴❴❴❴
f
☞☞
☞☞
☞☞
☞☞
☞☞
☞☞
☞☞
☞
Y ′′
s
}}④④
④④
④④
④④
g
✌✌
✌✌
✌✌
✌✌
✌✌
✌✌
✌✌
X u
// Y
X ′
u′
// Y ′
in K(A), making a change, if necessary, the roofs representing X X ′′
too f // X ′
and Y Y ′′
soo g // Y ′ em D(A), we can find a morfism X ′′
u′′ // Y ′′ such
that the two squares are commutative in K(A), that is, s ◦ u′′ = u ◦ t and g ◦ u′′ =
u′ ◦ f .
Let us finally prove that T satisfies both functor properties. First, let F •
[f/α] // G•
and G•
[g/β] // E• morphisms in D(C(A)); it is necessary to check that T ([f/α] ◦
[g/β]) = T ([f/α]) ◦ T ([g/β]).
By the definition of derived category, there are β′ and f ′ such that
T ([f/α] ◦ [g/β]) = T ([g ◦ f ′/α ◦ β′]) := {[gC ◦ f
′
C/αC ◦ β
′
C ];C ∈ Ob(C)}.
On the other hand, for each C ∈ Ob(C), there are β′′C and f
′′
C such that
T ([f/α]) ◦ T ([g/β]) = {[gC ◦ f
′′
C/αC ◦ β
′′
C ];C ∈ Ob(C)}.
By Lemma 18, there is φ for which the squares of the following diagram
WC
αC◦β
′′
C
||②②
②②
②②
②②
②
φ //❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴
gC◦f
′′
C
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
V (C)
αC◦β
′
C
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇
gC◦f
′
C
✡✡
✡✡
✡✡
✡✡
✡✡
✡✡
✡✡
✡✡
F (C)
Id // F (C)
E(C)
Id
// E(C)
are commutative. It is important to note that, in this case, φ is a quasi-isomorphism.
Then we have that
WC
Id
}}③③
③③
③③
③③ φ
""❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋
WC
αC◦β
′′
C
||②②
②②
②②
②②
②
gC◦f
′′
C ++❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱ V (C)
αC◦β
′
Css❤❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
gC◦f
′
C
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
F (C) E(C)
is commutative so [gC◦f
′′
C/αC◦β
′′
C ] = [gC◦f
′
C/αC◦β
′
C ]. Therefore T ([f/α]◦[g/β]) =
T ([f/α]) ◦ T ([g/β]).
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The equality T (IdF•) = IdT (F•) follows directly of definition of T . This com-
pletes the argument showing that (14) does define a functor. One can also prove
the existence of the functor T for the categories D∗(C(A)) and C(D∗(A)), where
∗ = b,−,+.
In general, T is not an equivalence of categories. However, under certain condi-
tions we can show that T is full and faithful. In order to set up these conditions,
let us recall the notion of quiver.
Definition 19. A quiver Q = (Q0, Q1, t, h) is an oriented graph, i.e., it consists of
two sets
• Q0, the set of vertices;
• Q1, the set of arrows between vertices;
plus two maps t and h between them:
t : Q1 −→ Q0
a 7−→ t(a) = initial vertex;
h : Q1 −→ Q0
a 7−→ h(a) = end vertex.
A path in the quiver Q is a sequence of arrows p = a1a2...an with h(ai+1) = t(ai)
for 1 6 i < n. We define t(p) = t(an) and h(p) = h(a1). We call the paths ei trivial
paths and define h(ei) = t(ei) = i, for all i ∈ Q0.
For each quiver Q it is possible to associate a category Q, where each vertex i is
seen as an object, and each path p is seen as a morphism in HomQ(t(p), h(p)). We
say that the category Q is generated by the quiver Q.
Remark 20. Alternatively, the category Q(A) can also be described as the category
of representations of the quiverQ into the categoryA; such category is often denoted
by Rep(Q,A). Its objects (called representations) consist of
• a family {Ai|i ∈ Q0}, with Ai ∈ Ob(A), and
• a family {φa : At(a) −→ Ah(a)|a ∈ Q1}.
Given two representations (A, φ) and (B,ϕ) a morphism f : (A, φ) −→ (B,ϕ) in
Rep(Q,A) is a family of morphism fi ∈ HomA(Ai, Bi), i ∈ Q0, such that for each
arrow a ∈ Q1, ϕa ◦ ft(a) = fh(a) ◦ φa.
When A is the category of (finite dimensional) vector spaces over a field, Q(A)
is precisely the category of (finite dimensional) modules over the path algebra of Q.
We are finally in position to establish the fist key result of this paper.
Theorem 21. Let Q be a quiver, and let Q be the category it generates. Then the
functor T : D(Q(A)) −→ Q(D(A)) is full and faithful.
Proof. We must to show that given F • and G• objects in D(Q(A)), the map
T : HomD(Q(A))(F
•, G•) −→ HomQ(D(A))(T (F
•), T (G•)) is a bijective map. Re-
member that T (F •) = QQ(K(F
•)) = Q ◦ F , and that Q denotes the localization
functor Q : Kom(A) −→ D(A).
Set [f/α] and [g/β] in HomD(Q(A))(F
•, G•) given by:
E•
α
}}④④
④④
④④
④④ f
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈ D
•
β
}}④④
④④
④④
④④ g
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈
F • G• F • G•
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respectively, and such that T ([f/α]) = T ([g/β]). In other words,
{[fi/αi] : i ∈ Ob(Q)} = {[gi/βi] : i ∈ Ob(Q)}.
Thus, for each i ∈ Ob(Q), [fi/αi] = [gi/βi], i.e. there are quasi-isomorphisms
E(i)• W (i)•
γioo δ
i
// D(i)•
such that the following diagram is commutative:
W (i)•
γi
{{✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈
δi
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
E(i)•
αi
{{✇✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
fi
++❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲ D(i)
•
βi
ss❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣
gi
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
F (i)• G(i)•.
Let i
p // j be a morphism in Q. By Lemma 18, there is W (p) such that the
two squares of the diagram
(16) W (i)•
γi
{{✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈
W (p) //❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴
δi
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
W (j)•
γj
zz✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈
δj
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
E(i)•
E(p)
// E(j)•
D(i)•
D(p)
// D(j)•
are commutative. Hence we can define a functor
W : Q −→ K(A)
i
p

j
7−→ W (i)•
W (p)

W (j)•
In order to have a well-defined functor, we set that if i
p // j and j
q // k
are morphisms in Q, then we define W (p ◦ q) =W (p) ◦W (q).
From W we can generate a functor W ′ : Q −→ Kom(A) choosing a representa-
tive of the class W (p) in Kom(A), which we denote by W ′p. Again, we have that
W ′ is well-defined functor. Then:
W ′ : Q −→ Kom(A)
i
p

j
7−→ W ′(i)•
W (p)

W ′(j)•
where W ′(i)• =W (i)• for each i object in Q.
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Furthermore, by the commutativity of diagram (16), we have that
γ = {γi ∈ Hom(W
′(i)•, E(i)•); i ∈ Ob(Q)} and
δ = {δi ∈ Hom(W (i)
′•, D(i)•); i ∈ Ob(Q)}
are natural transformations from W ′ into E, and from W ′ into D, respectively.
Using the equivalence K, we have in D(C(A)) the following diagram:
W ′•
γ
||②②
②②
②②
②②
δ
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
E•
α
}}④④
④④
④④
④④
f
++❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱ D•
β
ss❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
g
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈
F • G•
where γ and δ are quasi-isomorphisms, as consequence of γi and δi are quasi-
isomorphisms for each i ∈ Ob(Q). Therefore [f/α] = [g/β], and
T : HomD(Q(A))(F
•, G•) −→ HomQ(D(A))(T (F
•), T (G•))
is an injective map. This completes the proof that T is faithfull.
To see that T is also full, let f ∈ HomQ(D(A))(Q ◦ F,Q ◦ G); we must define
a morphism [h/φ] ∈ HomD(Q(A))(F
•, G•) such that T ([h/φ]) = f . Now, f is a
natural transformation between Q ◦ F : Q −→ D(A) and Q ◦ G : Q −→ D(A).
We can define f = {[fi/αi]; i ∈ Ob(Q)} such that, given i
p // j , we have the
commutative diagram in D(A):
(17) F (i)
[fi/αi] //
[F (p)/Id]

G(i)
[G(p)/Id]

F (j)
[fj/αj ]
// G(j),
remembering that Q ◦ F (i) = F (i) for all i ∈ Ob(Q), and Q ◦ F (p) = [F (p)/Id] for
all p ∈Mor(Q). Similarly for Q ◦G.
On the other hand, [h/φ] can be represented by the roof
H•
φ
}}③③
③③
③③
③③
h
!!❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉
F • G•
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in D(Q(A)), and for each morphism i
p // j in Q, we have:
(18) H(i)•
φi
{{✇✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
H(p) //
hi
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
H(j)•
αj
{{✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈
hj
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
F (i)•
F (p)
// F (j)•
G(i)•
G(p)
// G(j)•
Thus take hi = fi, φi = αi and H(i) = Hi for all i ∈ Ob(Q). In order to define
H•, we still need define who is H(p). However, by Lemma (18) guarantees the
existence of such H(p). And again, we can take H : Q −→ Kom(A). So [h/φ] thus
defined satisfies T ([h/φ]) = f . 
We conclude this section with an example that shows that T is not in gen-
eral an equivalence between D(Q(A)) and Q(D(A)). Indeed, Let H be the coho-
mology functor H : Kom(A) −→ Kom0(A), H((A
n, dn)) = (Hi(A•), 0), H(f :
A• −→ B•) = (Hi(f)). Since H maps quasi-isomorphisms in isomorphism, it fac-
tors through D(A), that is, we have a functor R : Kom0(A) −→ D(A) such that
Q = R ◦H , where Q is the localization.
Before proceeding, let us recall the following fact (cf. [3, III.4, page 146]]).
Proposition 22. Let A be an abelian category. A is semisimple if, and only if,
the functor R is an equivalence of categories.
LetA be a semisimple category. by the Proposition 22, the funtorR : Kom0(A) −→
D(A) is an equivalence, then, using the Proposition 11, the induced functor RC :
C(Kom0(A)) −→ C(D(A)) is also an equivalence. It then follows from Corollary
14 that if A is semisimple, then C(D(A)) and Kom0(C(A)) are equivalent. On the
other hand, it is not difficult to see that C(A) may not be semisimple, and thus,
by Proposition 22 above, D(C(A)) and Kom0(C(A)) are not equivalent therefore
D(C(A)) and C(D(A)) are also not equivalent.
For example, consider, letQ be the category induced by the quiver • −→ •, i.e. Q
has two objects Ob(Q) = {Q1, Q2} and three morphismsMor(Q) = {IdQ1 , IdQ2 , a :
Q1 → Q2}. On the other hand, let V be the category of finite dimensional vector
spaces over a field C. Clearly, V is semisimple, but Q(V) is not (in fact, Q(V) is
just the category of modules over the path algebra CQ). It follows that D(Q(V))
can be regarded as a proper full subcategory of Q(D(V)).
4. Comparison between R(FC) and (RF )C
Set C a small category, A and B abelian categories; assume that A has enough
injectives. Let F : A −→ B be an additive, left exact functor. By Propositions 9
and 10, we know that the induced functor FC : C(A) −→ C(B) is also additive and
left exact. Moreover, if C(A) has enough injectives, the induced functor FC admits
the extension R(FC) : D
+(C(A)) −→ D+(C(B)), its right derived functor.
On the other hand, starting from the same functor F : A −→ B, one may first
consider its right derived extension RF : D+(A) −→ D+(B), and then define the
induced functor (RF )C : C(D
+(A)) −→ C(D+(B)).
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We will now study the relationship between these two functors, R(FC) and
(RF )C . In order to do this, we must first set up some notation. We use QA,
KA and TA for the functors Q, K and T defined in the previous Section relatively
to the category A; similarly, we use QB, KB and TB for the same functors relatively
to the category B.
Let C(A) be a category with enough injectives; for instance, refering either to
Proposition 4 or to Corollary 5, assume that either C has a finite number of objects
and morphisms, or A is a complete category.
Being A• an object in D(C(A)), and since C(A) has enough injectives, there is
a quasi-isomorphism α : A• −→ I(A•)•, where I(A•)• is a complex of injectives
objects. The existence of this quasi-isomorphism is established in [2, Section A.4.5].
We have therefore an isomorphism
A• A•
Idoo α // I(A•)•
in D(C(A)). By the commutativity of the diagram (14), TA([α/Id]) is a natural
transformation in C(D(A)), between QA ◦ A and QA ◦ I(A
•), where A = KA(A
•)
and I(A•) = KA(I(A
•)•), that is,
TA([α/Id]) = {[αC/Id] ∈ HomD(A)(A(C), I(A
•)(C)) : C ∈ Ob(C)}
such that the following diagram is commutative for each morphism C
t // D in
C:
A(C)
[αC/Id] //
[A(t)/Id]

I(A•)(C)
[I(A•)(t)/Id]

A(D)
[αD/Id]
// I(A•)(D).
Applying the functor (RF )C to TA([α/Id]), we obtain a natural transformation
in C(D(B)), namely (RF )C(TA([α/Id])) : RF ◦QA ◦A −→ RF ◦QA ◦ I(A
•). So, if
C
t // D is a morphism in C we can define RF ◦QA ◦A( C
t // D ) through
two steps. First,
C
t

D
✤ QA◦A // A(C)
Id
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇ A(t)
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
A(C) A(D)
.
Secondly, applying RF (cf. [5]):
A(C)
qA(C)
yytt
tt
tt
tt
t
qA(D)◦A(t)
%%❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
I(A(C))•
I(A(t)) // I(A(D))•
,
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where qA(C) e qA(D) are quasi-isomorphism whose existence is guaranteed by the
fact that A has enough injectives. Finally, RF ◦QA ◦A( C
t // D ) is:
KF (I(A(C))•)
Id
{{✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈
KF (I(A(t)))
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
KF (I(A(C))•) KF (I(A(D))•).
Similarly, one defines RF ◦QA ◦ I(A
•)( C
t // D ):
KF (I(A•)(C))
Id
{{✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈
KF (I(A•)(t))
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
KF (I(A•)(C)) KF (I(A•)(D)).
Moreover
(RF )C(TA([α/Id])) = {RF ([αC/Id]) : C ∈ Ob(C)} = {[KF (I(αC))/Id] : C ∈ Ob(C)},
namely, for each C, I(αC) is determined by the diagram:
(19) A(C)
Id
yytt
tt
tt
tt
t
αC
%%❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
A(C)
qA(C)

I(A•)(C)
Id

I(A(C))•
I(αC)
// I(A•)(C).
Noting that, as qA(C) and αC are quasi-isomorphisms, I(αC) is also a quasi-
isomorphism. Therefore (RF )C(TA([α/Id])) = {[KF (I(αC))/Id] : C ∈ Ob(C)},
such that, for each morphism C
t // D , the diagram
(20) KF (I(A(C))•)
[KF (I(A(t))/Id]

[KF (I(αC))/Id] // KF (I(A•)(C))
[KF (I(A•)(t))/Id]

KF (I(A(D))•)
[KF (I(αD))/Id]
// KF (I(A•)(D))
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is commutative; in other words, we have the following commutative diagram in
K(B):
W•
γ
xxrrr
rr
rr
rr
r
γ
&&▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
KF (I(A(C))•)
Id
vv♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
(1)
,,❨❨❨❨❨❨
❨❨❨❨❨❨
❨❨❨❨❨❨
❨❨❨❨❨❨
❨❨❨❨❨❨
KF (I(A(C))•)
Id
rr❡❡❡❡❡❡
❡❡❡❡❡❡
❡❡❡❡❡❡
❡❡❡❡❡❡
❡❡❡❡❡❡
(2)
((PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P
KF (I(A(C))•) KF (I(A•)(D)),
where (1) = KF (I(A•)(t)) ◦ KF (I(αC)) and (2) = KF (I(αD)) ◦ KF (I(A(t))).
Therefore,
(21)
(
KF (I(αD)) ◦KF (I(A(t)))
)
∼
(
KF (I(A•)(t)) ◦KF (I(αC))
)
It is worthy noting that I(αC) is a quasi-isomorphism between complexes of injective
objects. Under these conditions it is easy to verify that I(αC) is an isomorphism
in K(A) and therefore KF (I(αC)) is an isomorphisms in K(B), for all C ∈ Ob(C).
Lemma 23. Let A be an abelian category with enough injectives, and let C be a
small category, such that, either A is complete or C has a finite number of objects
and morphisms. Then, for every left exact functor F : A −→ B, the following
diagram
(22) D+(C(A))
R(FC) //
TA

D+(C(B))
TB

C(D+(A))
(RF )C
// C(D+(B))
is commutative.
Proof. The proof is done in two steps. In the first step, it is demonstrated that
diagram (22) is commutative for the objects. In the second step, the same is done
for the morphisms.
1st step: Set A• ∈ Ob(D+(C(A))), so that TA(A
•) = QA ◦ A : C −→ D(A) is
defined by:
C
t

D
7−→ A(C)
Id
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇ A(t)
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
A(C) A(D),
where A = KA(A
•) ∈ Ob(C(Kom(A)).
The composition of (RF )C with TA(A
•) is a functor between C and D(B) defined
by
C
t

D
7−→ KF (I(A(C))•)
Id
vv♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠
KF (I(A(t)))
((❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘
KF (I(A(C))•) (I) KF (I(A(D))•).
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On the other hand,
R(FC)(A
•) = K(FC)(I(A
•)•) = (FC(I(A
•)))• = (F ◦ I(A•))•
belongs to Ob(D(C(B)). Thus, defining F ◦ I(A•) = KB((F ◦ I(A
•))•), we have
TB ◦R(FC)(A
•) = QB ◦ (F ◦ (I(A
•)) : C −→ D(B)
C
t

D
7−→ (F ◦ I(A•))(C)
Id
vv♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠
(F◦I(A•))(t)
((❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘
(F ◦ I(A•))(C) (F ◦ I(A•))(D).
Since (F ◦ I(A•))(C) = KF (I(A•)(C)) and (F ◦ I(A•))(t) = KF (I(A•)(t)), for
all C ∈ Ob(C) and for all morphism t of C then TB ◦R(FC)(A
•) can be defined by:
C
t

D
7−→ KF (I(A•)(C))
Id
vv♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠
KF (I(A•)(t))
((❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘
KF (I(A•)(C)) (II) KF (I(A•)(D)).
Therefore, just need to check that the roofs (I) and (II) are equivalent.
Since KF (I(αC)) and KF (I(αD)) are isomorphisms, the roof (I) is equivalent
to:
KF (I(A(C)))
KF (I(αC))
vv♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠
KF (I(A(t)))◦KF (I(αD))
((❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘
KF (I(A•)(C)) KF (I(A•)(D)).
Then, by (21), we have following commutative diagram in K(B):
KF (I(A(C)))
Id
vv♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠ KF (I(αC ))
((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗
KF (I(A(C)))
KF (I(αC))

KF (I(A(t))◦KF (I(A(D))
((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
KF (I(A•)(C))
Id
rr❢❢❢❢❢
❢❢❢❢❢
❢❢❢❢❢
❢❢❢❢❢
❢❢❢
KF (I(A•(t))

KF (I(A•)(C))
KF (I(A•)(D)).
It follows that (22) is commutative in the objects.
2nd step: Let [f/φ] be a morphism in D(C(A)) represented by the roof:
L•
φ
}}④④
④④
④④
④④ f
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈
E• G•
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Then TA([f/φ]) = {[fC/φC ] : C ∈ Ob(C)}, and for any morphism C
t // D in
C, the diagram
E(C)
[fC/φC ]//
[E(t)/Id]

G(C)
[G(t)/Id]

E(D)
[fD/φD ]
// G(D)
is commutative. Applying (RF )C
(RF )C ◦ TA([f/φ]) = {RF ([fC/φC ]) : C ∈ Ob(C)}.
This means that for each C ∈ Ob(C) we can construct I(fC/φC),
L(C)
φC
zz✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉
fC
$$❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
E(C)
q−iso

G(C)
q−iso

I(E(C))
I(fC/φC)
// I(G(C)),
and (RF )C ◦ TA([f/φ]) = {[KF (I(fC/φC))/Id] : C ∈ Ob(C)}, that is, for each C
the class is represented by
KF (I(E(C)))
Id
vv♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠ KF (I(fC/φC))
((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗
KF (I(E(C))) KF (I(G(C))).
On the other hand, applying R(FC) over [f/φ] we have
L•
φ
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇ f
##●
●●
●●
●●
●
E•
q−iso

G•
q−iso

I(E•)
I(f/φ)
// I(G•)
K(FC)(I(E
•))
Id
vv♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠
K(FC)(I(f/φ))
((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗
K(FC)(I(E
•)) K(FC)(I(G
•)),
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Where K(FC)(I(E
•)) = (F ◦ I(E•))• and K(FC)(I(f/φ)) = [FC(I(f/φ))] then the
following roof is equivalent to the roof above in D(C(B))
(F ◦ I(E•))•
Id
ww♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥ [FC(I(f/φ))]
((PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P
(F ◦ I(E•))• (F ◦ I(G•))•,
Applying TB:
TB([FC(I(f/φ))/Id]) = {[(FC(I(f/φ)))C/Id] : C ∈ Ob(C)}.
and, by definition FC , (FC(I(f/φ)))C = (F ((I(f/φ))C)
• = KF ((I(f/φ))C) thus,
TB([FC(I(f/φ))/Id]) = {[KF ((I(f/φ))C)/Id] : C ∈ Ob(C)}.
So, to have (RF )C ◦ TA([f/φ]) = TB ◦R(F )C([f/φ]), we need to prove that
KF (I(fC/φC)) ∼ KF ((I(f/φ))C).
Let ξ : E• −→ I(E•) and θ : G• −→ I(G•) be quasi-isomorphisms. We then
have the following commutative diagrams, determined as in (19):
E(C)
qE(C)
yytt
tt
tt
tt
t
ξC
%%❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
I(E(C))•
I(ξC)
// I(E•)(C)
G(C)
qG(C)
yytt
tt
tt
tt
t
θC
%%❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
I(G(C))•
I(θC )
// I(G•)(C),
where qE(C), qG(C), ξC , θC are quasi-isomorphisms, I(ξC) and I(θC) are isomor-
phisms. Then, by the definition of I(f/φ) and of I(fC/φC), the diagram
L(C)
φC
yytt
tt
tt
tt
t
fC
%%❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
E(C)
ξC
""
qE(C)

G(C)
θC
||
qG(C)

I(E(C))
I(ξC )

I(fC/φC)
// I(G(C))
I(θC )

I(E•)(C)
(I(f/φ))C
// I(G•)(C).
is commutative in K(A). Thus I(fC/φC) ∼ (I(f/φ))C , and consequently
KF (I(fC/φC)) ∼ KF ((I(f/φ))C).

Theorem 24. Let A be an abelian category with enough injectives. Let Q the
category generated by a finite quiver Q, and assume that RF : D+(A) −→ D+(B)
is an equivalence of categories. Then R(FQ) : D
+(Q(A)) −→ D+(Q(B)) is also an
equivalence of categories.
Remark 25. The finiteness of the quiver Q is a sufficient condition for Q(A) to
have enough injectives. Alternatively, it may be replaced by the completeness of the
category A.
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Proof. Since, by the hypotheses, RF is an equivalence, then, as a consequence of
the Proposition 11, (RF )Q is also an equivalence, and hence is full and faithful.
Furthermore, TA and TB are also full and faithful. Then, by the commutativity
of the diagram (22), we have that R(FQ) is full and faithful as well. Therefore,
in order to complete the proof, it is sufficient to prove that R(FQ) is essentially
surjective.
Indeed, set B• ∈ Ob(D+(Q(B)); using the equivalence KB, we have the functor
B : Q −→ Kom+(B).
Then, for each i ∈ Ob(Q), B(i) ∈ Ob(D+(B)). As RF is essentially surjective,
there exist an object A•i of D
+(A) such that RF (A•i ) ≃ B(i), that is, KF (I(A
•
i )) ≃
B(i) in D+(B).
Taking a morphism i
p // j in Q we have a morphism B(i)
B(p) // B(j) in
Kom+(B), which yields a morphism
B(i)
Id
||②②
②②
②②
②② [B(p)]
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
B(i) B(j)
in D(B). Since HomD(B)(B(i), B(j)) ≃ HomD(B)(KF (I(A
•
i )),KF (I(A
•
j ))), there
exist a morphism [g/ψ] ∈ HomD(B)(KF (I(A
•
i )),KF (I(A
•
j ))) corresponding to
[B(p)/Id].
Since RF is full and faithful RF : HomD(A)(A
•
i , A
•
j ) −→ HomD(B)(KF (I(A
•
i )),KF (I(A
•
j )))
is bijective, thus it follows that there is an unique [f/φ] ∈ HomD(A)(A
•
i , A
•
j ) such
that RF ([f/φ]) = [g/ψ] or Q ◦KF (I([f/φ])) = [g/ψ].
Our goal is to define a functor between Q and Kom+(A). As I([f/φ]) is a
morphism in K+(A), we can choose a representative A(p) in Kom+(A) for it, that
is, [A(p)] = I([f/φ]). Let us define the following functor
A : Q −→ Kom+(A)
i
p

j
7−→ A(i) = A•i
A(p)

A(j) = A•j .
SinceKA is an equivalence, there existsA
• ∈ Ob(D+(Q(A))) such thatKA(A
•) =
A. We need to prove that R(FQ)(A
•) ≃ B•. Indeed, this means that we need to
find quasi-isomorphisms R(FQ)(A
•) C•
αoo β // B• .
By definition, K(FQ)(I(A
•)) = (F ◦ I(A•))•; then, for each i ∈ Ob(Q), we have
K(FQ)(I(A
•))(i) = (F ◦ I(A•)(i))• = KF (I(A•)(i)).
As stated previously, KF (I(A•)(i)) ≃ KF (I(A(i))) in K(B). On the other hand,
KF (I(A(i))) ∼ B(i) in D(B), so there are quasi-isomorphisms
(R(FQ)(A
•))(i) Ci
αioo βi // B(i) .
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Given i
p // j we have the diagram:
Ci
αi
yyrrr
rrr
rrr
rr
Cp //❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴
βi
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎
Cj
αj
xxrrr
rrr
rrr
rr
βj
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎
R(FQ)(A
•))(i)
R(FQ)(A
•))(p)
// R(FQ)(A•))(j)
B(i)
B(p)
// B(j),
where the existence of Cp is ensured by the Lemma 18. Therefore, using the same
arguments as in the proof of Theorem 21, we have the quasi-isomorphisms
C•
α
yysss
ss
ss
ss
s
β
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈
R(FQ)(A
•) B•,
as desired. 
Finally, note that Lemma 23 and Theorem 24 also hold when we substitute D+
for Db. Namely, we can ensure the commutativity of the diagram
Db(C(A))
R(FC) //
TA

Db(C(B))
TB

C(Db(A))
(RF )C
// C(Db(B))
and, under the same hypothesis as Theorem 24, one can also show that if RF :
Db(A) −→ Db(B) is an equivalence of categories, then R(FQ) : D
b(Q(A)) −→
Db(Q(B)) is also an equivalence.
These results are due to the fact that, for every abelian category A, Db(A) is
equivalent to a full subcategory of D+(A).
5. Fourier-Mukai transform of Q-sheaves
In this last Section of the paper, we will concentrate on categories of sheaves on
algebraic varieties; more precisely, let X be a noetherian, separated scheme of finite
type over an algebraically closed field K, and let Qco(X) and Coh(X) denote the
categories of quasi-coherent and coherent sheaves on X , respectively.
We denote by D(X) the derived category of complexes of quasi-coherent sheaves
with coherent cohomology, i.e. D(X) := DCoh(X)(Qco(X)). The derived categories
D∗(X) with ∗ = b,−,+ are defined analogously. Recall that Db(X) is equivalent
to Db(Coh(X)).
5.1. Derived categories of Q-sheaves. Given a quiver Q, we define a quasi-
coherent Q-sheaf on X as a functor from Q −→ Qco(X), and we denote by QQ(X)
the categoryQ(Qco(X)) of the quasi-coherent Q-sheaves on X . Similarly, we define
a coherent Q-sheaf on X as a functor fromQ −→ Coh(X), and we denote byQC(X)
the category Q(Coh(X)) of the coherent Q-sheaves on X ; cf. [1, 4]. Several types of
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sheaves with additional structure (or decorated sheaves) considered in the literature,
like Higgs bundles, parabolic bundles, coherent systems and holomorphic triples,
can be regarded as Q-sheaves.
Lemma 26. The categories QQ(X) and QC(X) are abelian. Moreover, if Q is a
finite quiver then QQ(X) has enough injectives.
Proof. The first claim stems of the fact that the categories Qco(X) and Coh(X)
are abelian so, using the Proposition 2, we have that QQ(X) and QC(X) are also
abelian.
Since X is a noetherian scheme, Qco(X) has enough injectives. Therefore, if Q is
a finite quiver, by Corollary 5, we have that QQ(X) also has enough injectives. 
Now in order to properly define the derived categories of coherent Q-sheaves we
will need the following lemma.
Lemma 27. Let A′ be a thick abelian subcategory of A. Then C(A′) is a thick
abelian subcategory of C(A).
Proof. Let F and G be objects of C(A′), thus in particular also objects of C(A).
Let H be another object in C(A) such that the following sequence is exact:
(23) 0 // F // H // G // 0.
For each morphism C
t // D in C we have the commutative diagram
(24) 0 // F (C)
F (t)

// H(C)
H(t)

// G(C)
G(t)

// 0
0 // F (D) // H(D) // G(D) // 0
in A, where F (C), G(C), F (D) and G(D) are objects of A′. As A′ is thick, H(C)
and H(D) are objects of A′. But A′ is a full subcategory and then H(t) is a
morphism in A′. So, the diagram (24) is in A′, then the sequence (23) is in C(A′).
Moreover, note that C(A′) is a full subcategory of C(A). Indeed, set F and G in
Ob(C(A′)) and η ∈ HomC(A)(F,G). For each C ∈ Ob(C), note that ηC belongs to
HomA(F (C), G(C)) = HomA′(F (C), G(C)). It follows that η ∈ HomC(A′)(F,G).

As a consequence of this Lemma, QC(X) is a thick abelian subcategory of
QQ(X), and we then define:
D(Q(X)) := DQC(X)(QQ(X)).
Similarly, we define D+(Q(X)), D−(Q(X)) and Db(Q(X)). Our next result gen-
eralizes the well-known equivalence for the bounded derived category of sheaves on
an algebraic variety.
Proposition 28. If X is an algebraic variety, one has an equivalence of categories
Db(Q(X)) ≃ Db(QC(X)).
Proof. We argue that the inclusion functor i : DDb(QC(X)) −→ DDb
QC(X)(QQ(X))
is an equivalence.
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Let us first prove that i is essentially surjective. Indeed, let R• ∈ Db
QC(X)(QQ(X)),
we want to find G• ∈ Db(QC(X)) such that i(G•) ≃ R•, that is, G• ≃ R• in
Db
QC(X)(QQ(X)).
Using the restriction of the functor K of the Lemma 13 we can consider for
each i ∈ Ob(Q), R(i)• ∈ Ob(DCoh(X)(Qco(X)). By [11, Lemma II.1] exist GC ∈
Ob(D(Coh(X)) and a quasi-isomorphism αC : GC → R(i)
•.
Therefore, given a morphism i
p // j in Q, we have:
(25) Gi
αi
||③③
③③
③③
③③
Gp //❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴
αi
☞☞
☞☞
☞☞
☞☞
☞☞
☞☞
☞☞
☞☞
Gj
αj
||②②
②②
②②
②②
αj
☞☞
☞☞
☞☞
☞☞
☞☞
☞☞
☞☞
☞
R(i)•
R(p)
// R(j)•
R(i)•
R(p)
// R(j)•
where Gp is given by Lemma 18 and using the same arguments of Theorem 21 we
define:
G : Q −→ Kom+(Coh(X))
i
p

j
7−→ G(i) = Gi
G(p)=Gp

G(j) = Aj .
Again, by equivalenceK we haveG• ∈ Ob(D(QC(X)) and α is a quasi-isomorphism
between R• and G•, which completes the proof that i is essentially surjective.
Finally, we prove that i is fully faithful.
LetR• andH• objects inD(QC(X)). A morphism R•
p // H• inDQC(X)(QQ(X))
can be represented by
S•
φ
~~⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤ f
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈
R• H•,
Then, as i is essentially surjective, there exist G• in D(QC(X)) and a quasi-
isomorphism G•
α // S• then
G•
φ◦α
}}⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤ f◦α
!!❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉
R• H•,
define a morphism between R• and H• in D(QC(X)). Therefore i is fully faithful.

5.2. Integral functors and Fourier-Mukai transforms for quiver sheaves.
Recall that given projective varieties X and Y over K and an object K• ∈ Db(X ×
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Y ), an integral functor with kernel K• is the functor ΦK
•
: Db(X)→ Db(Y ) given
by
ΦK
•
(E•) := RpiY ∗(pi
∗
XE
• ⊗L K•) .
If ΦK
•
is an exact equivalence of derived categories, then it is called a Fourier-
Mukai functor. Additionally, if the kernel K• = K is a concentrated complex, i.e.
a sheaf, then ΦK is called a Fourier-Mukai transform.
Furthermore, recall also that if the kernel K• = K is a locally free sheaf, then
ΦK is the right derived functor of the functor φK : Coh(X)→ Coh(Y ) given by
φK(E) := piY ∗(pi
∗
XE ⊗ K) .
Similarly, one may consider integral functors for Q-sheaves. More precisely,
let K• be an object of Db(QC(X × Y )). Consider the integral functor ΨK
•
:
Db(QC(X))→ Db(QC(Y )) given by
ΨK
•
(E•) := RpiY ∗(pi
∗
XE
• ⊗L K•) ,
with the tensor product between Q-sheaves being taken vertex-by-vertex and arrow-
by-arrow; more precisely:
({Ev}, {φa})⊗ ({E
′
v}, {φ
′
a}) := ({Ev ⊗ E
′
v}, {φa ⊗ φ
′
a}) .
One simple way to construct integral functors for Q-sheaves is taking the right
derived of the induced functor φKQ : QC(X) → QC(Y ), which yields an integral
funtor R(φKQ) : D
b(QC(X)) → Db(QC(Y )). In comparison with the general inte-
gral functors considered in the previous paragraph, the functor R(φKQ) is indeed the
particular case where K• is the Q-sheaf (i.e. concentrated Q-complex) in which all
vertices are decorated with the same coherent sheaf K on X × Y , and all arrows
are decorated with the identity map.
The natural problem that arises is to characterize when an integral functor ΨK
•
:
Db(QC(X)) → Db(QC(Y )) yields an equivalence of categories, i.e. are Fourier-
Mukai functors.
In the following section, we will show that, under certain hypothesis, functors
of the form R(φKQ) are actually Fourier-Mukai transforms for Q-sheaves on abelian
varieties.
5.3. AMukai Theorem for Q-sheaves on abelian varieties. Now letX denote
an abelian variety and Y its dual abelian variety, and consider the integral functor
S : Qco(X) −→ Qco(Y ) defined by S(E) := piY ∗(pi
∗
XE ⊗P), where P is the Poincaré
line bundle over X×Y . Mukai has proved [7] that its derived funtor RS = ΦPX→Y :
Db(Qco(X)) −→ Db(Qco(Y )), is an equivalence of categories. The same is true for
the functors acting on coherent sheaves.
In this Section, we show that the induced functor SQ is an also a derived equiva-
lence of categories. Indeed, the following result for quasi-coherent Q-sheaves follows
immediately from Theorem 24.
Corollary 29. Let Q be the category generated by a finite quiver Q. The integral
functor
R(SQ) : D
b(QQ(X))→ Db(QQ(Y ))
is an equivalence of categories.
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Our goal now is to prove that the same functor also provides an equivalence
betweenDb(QC(X)) andDb(QC(Y )); note that this does not follow from Theorem
24 because the category Coh(X) does not have enough injectives.
To go around this difficulty, let A′ be a thick abelian subcategory of A , by
Lemma 27, C(A′) is a thick abelian subcategory of C(A) then we can define the sub-
categoryKomC(A′)(C(A)) of Kom(C(A)) of the complexes in C(A) whose cohomol-
ogy objects are C(A′). Note that the functorK, defined in the Lemma 13, restricted
to KomC(A′)(C(A)) has its image in C(KomA′(A)) and is an isomorphism between
KomC(A′)(C(A)) and C(KomA′(A)). This fact is due to H
i(F •)(C) = Hi(F (C)•)
for all F • ∈ Ob(Kom(C(A))) and for all C ∈ Ob(C).
Therefore we can define
TAA′ = TA|DC(A′)(C(A)) : DC(A′)(C(A)) −→ C(DA′(A))
Note that TAA′(F
•) is actually an object of C(DA′(A)) by the new approach of
functor K. Moreover, if C = Q, where Q is the category generated by a finite
quiver Q, then TAA′ is also fully faithful.
Let B′ be a thick abelian subcategory of B and let F : A −→ B be a left exact
functor, such that its extension RF : DA′(A) −→ DB′(B) is well defined when-
ever A has enough injectives. We would like to define R(FC) : DC(A′)(C(A)) −→
DC(B′)(C(B)), that is, given A
• an object in DC(A′)(C(A)), we would like that
R(FC)(A
•) ∈ Ob(DC(B′)(C(B))). For this we need to prove that H
i(R(FC)(A
•)) ∈
Ob(C(B′)). Indeed, by Proposition 16, Hi(R(FC)(A
•))(C) = Hi(R(FC)(A
•)(C))
for all C ∈ Ob(C), and
R(FC)(A
•)(C) = K(FC)(I(A
•))(C) = KF (I(A•)(C)), ∀C ∈ Ob(C).
Moreover, I(A•) is quasi-isomorphic to A• them I(A•)(C) is an object in DA′(A)
therefore, asRF : DA′(A) −→ DB′(B) is well defined,KF (I(A
•)(C)) ∈ Ob(DB′(B))
and consequently Hi(R(FC)(A
•))(C) = Hi(KF (I(A•)(C))) is an object in B′, for
all C ∈ Ob(C). Finally Hi(R(FC)(A
•)) ∈ Ob(C(B′)).
Accordingly, and follow the proof of the Lemma 23, we have the following com-
mutative diagram:
D+
C(A′)(C(A))
R(FC) //
TAA′

D+
C(B′)(C(B))
TBB′

C(D+
A′
(A))
(RF )C
// C(D+
B′
(B)),
Furthermore, we have the following result; its proof is analogous to the proof of
Theorem 24:
Theorem 30. Let A be an abelian category with enough injectives, A′ be a thick
abelian subcategory of A, B′ be a thick abelian subcategory of B and let Q be a cat-
egory generated by a finite quiver Q. If RF : D+A′(A) −→ D
+
B′(B) is an equivalence
of categories then R(FQ) : D
+
Q(A′)(Q(A)) −→ D
+
Q(B′)(Q(B)) is also an equivalence
of categories.
As also noted at the end of the previous Section, the same result is valid substi-
tuting D+ for Db: if RF : DbA′(A) −→ D
b
B′(B) is an equivalence of categories then
R(FQ) : D
b
Q(A′)(Q(A)) −→ D
b
Q(B′)(Q(B)) is also an equivalence of categories.
As an application of our last Theorem, we have:
Corollary 31. Let Q be the category generated by a finite quiver Q. The integral
functors
R(SQ) : D
b(Q(X))→ Db(Q(Y )) and R(SQ) : D
b(QC(X))→ Db(QC(Y ))
are equivalences of categories.
Proof. As previously stated, we have that ΦK : Db(X)→ Db(Y ) is a Fourier-Mukai
transform. Then, by the Theorem 30
R(SQ) : D
b(Q(X))→ Db(Q(Y ))
is an equivalence. The second equivalence follows immediately from Proposition
28. 
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